
With unmatched experience as a business leader,
Dinah delivers strategic and value-added advice
for client’s projects and transactions.

Dinah Holliday is an associate in our Business Law Group in Vancouver. She

maintains a general corporate and commercial practice including capital

markets, corporate governance matters, lending transactions, and mergers

and acquisitions. Dinah represents clients in various industries, including

airports, financial services, mining and technology.

Dinah’s recent experience includes advising:

Aecon Group Inc. in connection with its $128 million sale of a minority

interest in Bermuda Skyport Corporation Limited.

Vantage Airport Group and Corsair Infrastructure Partners (through their

involvement in the JFK Millennium Partners consortium) in connection with

the close of a US$4.2B deal to develop a new international Terminal 6 at JFK

Airport.

Digital Technology Supercluster, a federal not-for-profit corporation

focused on technology and innovation, in connection with organizational

and corporate governance matters.

A major forestry company in respect of the issuance and repayment of a

series of its senior secured notes.

Prior to pursing a career in law, Dinah worked for several years at the

Toronto Transit Commission in a variety of roles including as Program

Manager overseeing several transformative capital projects. As Program

Manager, Dinah was responsible for the complex and high profile

transformation of the customer experience in subway stations and oversaw

a dozen interdependent projects in areas including facility construction,

communications infrastructure development and labour relations. This

professional experience provides Dinah with unique operational insight,

which she leverages to provide a holistic approach in assisting clients

navigate and resolve their complex contractual, transactional and business

challenges.
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Bar Admission

British Columbia 2023

Law School

University of British Columbia



Dinah graduated with distinction from the University of Toronto with an

Honours Bachelor of Science and obtained a J.D from the University of

British Columbia. Dinah’s advocacy and volunteer efforts during law school

were recognized in her receipt of the Law Foundation of British Columbia's

Public Interest Award.

Dinah was called to the British Columbia bar in 2023.

Recent Experience

Blue Wolf Capital Partners acquires LOGISTEC Corporation for C$1.2B

January 9, 2024

Vantage Airport Group acquires additional ownership interest in

LaGuardia Gateway Partners

December 29, 2023

Recent Insights

The Appeal of a Limited Record: Christie Building Holding Company,

Limited v. Shelter Canadian Properties Limited, 2022 MBKB 239

February 15, 2023

Contaminated Site Update: Unforeseen impact of a Remediation Order

on Property Tax Assessments

January 23, 2023

Vaccines as a Catalyst for Transformation — Business Lessons Learned

from Moderna Canada

July 6, 2021
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